Scott Lake Elementary
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Home of The Leader in Me

ADMINISTRATION
Dates to
Remember in
October
10/3
Early
Dismissal

Labor Day
No School

12:30

10/10
Meet @
Magnify
Bank
between
7:00—7:15
AM

10/12

International
Walk Your
Child to
School Day

End of 1st
quarter

10/15

Principal, Tangie Durham

Assistant Principal, Ron Kaufmann

Greetings,
Who can believe it’s actually Fall? If only
the weather felt more fall like, we’d all be
happier! This past weekend marked what
again was an exceedingly fun and
successful fundraiser. Thanks to PTO and
their team of volunteers for creating an
adventurous and memorable family night
with the Harlem Wizards. Although I’m
definitely not an athlete, I absolutely
LOVED every moment of the game.
From seeing the students’ eyes light up to
hearing the roar of laughter, every
moment was a memory in the making.
Thanks again, PTO and staff for
volunteering...you are the BEST!

~ Daddy Daughter Dance Friday October 19th 7:009:00
ticket order forms will be sent home in backpacks soon !
~ Approved Volunteers needed to help with the "Walk
A Thon” October 23, contact Jennifer Waldera
jenniferwaldera@gmail.com to sign up.
~ We have open PTO boards positions - please get involved !
~ Please sign up to be an "Approved Volunteer" - fees
will be increasing in November !

I could not be more proud of all of our
teachers for their unwavering zest for
learning and their collaborative spirit as
they not only work toward refining their
own craft, but also are open to sharing it
with others. I am truly BLESSED to be
part of the SLE family and community!
Sincerely,

Teacher
Workday

Tangie Durham, Principal

No
School
10/19
7:00 –9:00

10/23

Daddy/
Daughter
Dance

Walk-A-Thon
@ PE

10/29
Report
Cards Come
Home

So far our year is off to a great start. We are
excited to announce the following new staff
members to our Exceptional Education Team:
Nicolle Urato-Speech and Language Therapist,
Jonathan Napier-ESE Teacher, Laura KelleyESE Teacher, Brenda Barringer- Pre-K ESE,
Leslie Roth- ESE Nurse, Heather Ogle and
Ruth Kirchoff- Inclusion Teachers.

Our Leader in Me Program is off to a great start this school
year. Ask your student to tell you about Habit 1 Be Proactive. We
will continue Habit 1 into October and we work on taking responsibility or our actions and focusing on Circle of Control. In October
classes will begin implementing Leadership Notebooks. These
notebooks are a great way for your student to continue to show the
skills they are mastering and the ones they are still working to
master. Leader in Me
Continuation of Habit 1: Be Proactive
Circle of Control

This year our students will participate in the
Special Olympics Program. Stay tuned for more
details about the Special Olympics!
School Hours 7:55 - 3:00
7:55

First Bell

8:00

Tardy Bell

Afternoon Dismissal:
3:00 Car Riders, After School/Day Care,
Walkers, & Buses on campus
3:10 Remaining bus students dismissed to the
cafeteria until bus arrives on campus.
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Scott Lake Elementary

Coaches’ Corner
Whoo's excited for learning? First Graders are!
In reading, the focus is to describe characters, setting
and events using key details, along with learning to
compare and contrast adventures and experiences
among characters.
Exploring various patterns of movement is the focus for
science.
Students will enjoy learning to write informative pieces
on topics or ideas.
In math, students are using their addition and subtraction properties to learn doubles, ten frame models, and
counting three addends.

Kindergarten has been busy as bees! In
October, we will be buzzing around
main topic and key details for Language
Arts. We are continuing with letters and
letter sound knowledge, blending onset
and rime, counting syllables in words, as
well as, isolate and pronounce phonemes. Science will end in learning
about our senses, then we will go into
the properties of matter. In Math, we
will finish up with counting and cardinality for numbers 0-5, then buzz right into
numbers 6-10. Finally, for Social Studies, we will work on locating places on a
globe.

At home, help your child daily with remembering to
read for 20 minutes, review sight words, and perhaps
think of some fun story problems at home to add three
addends. Happy Fall!

Second grade is an exciting year! We read and
respond to a variety of genres, we are currently
enjoying writing narratives but are looking forward
to informative and opinion writing in the weeks
ahead. We continue our day with place value and
mental math, before moving into two and three
digit addition and subtraction. We end each day
with a love for science. We are thankful for new
resources this year that are enhancing our curriculum. After learning about science safety, science
tools, and the scientific method, our students are
enjoying our investigations more than ever!
Learning doesn’t stop when the bell rings, please
work on reading 20 minutes at night and practicing
those math facts!

4th Grade is having a great start to the 2018-2019
school year! In reading, we have been reading a
variety of texts such as Fairy Tales, Narrative Nonfiction, and Persuasive Articles. We just finished
up Unit One which focused on Text Structures
such as Compare and Contrast and Cause and
Effect, Narrative Elements, and Figurative Language . We will begin Unit Two which focuses on
Theme in Literature, Summarizing, and Main Idea
and Details. In math, students have been working
on Place Value and are moving on to Multiplication. Please remember your child should be reading for at least 20 minutes nightly. They should
also being mastering their Multiplication Facts.
Grade is having a great start to

We are so proud of our Third Grade students! They have been working hard and
learning so many new things. In reading,
we are studying main idea using key
details and how we can use context clues
to figure out what a word means. We
will also begin to work on our narrative
writing. In Science, we are learning
about Properties of matter and continuing to practice our multiplication and
rounding in math. Parents, please continue to encourage your children to read
at least 30 minutes each night to help
with fluency and vocabulary. IStation
can be done at home for both reading
and math. Please contact your child’s
teacher if you have any questions about
the login procedures.

In 5th grade we’re working hard and having
some fun too. Analyzing multiple accounts
of the same event or topic has been our
focus in reading. We’ve analyzed events
such as Hurricane Katrina and September
11th It has been interesting to discuss how
each other presents a different point of
view. In math, we’ve been working on
basic and long division. We’re moving into
fractions. Fractions are often a challenging
skill, but once mastered, it’s a topic that is a
lot of fun. Our 5th grade scientists have
been working on physical and chemical
changes.

Welcome back Eagles to a new and exciting year of
science discovery! So far this year, we have learned
about how to safely conduct science investigations
and how to classify matter. In the coming month, we
are looking forward to exploring the five senses in
Kindergarten, motion and energy in grades 1-3, and
grades 4 and 5 will be digging deeper into the properties of matter.
In other science news, the school district has adopted
a new science series called Stemscopes. It is a webbased, 5E curriculum that allows students to explore
the science concepts in an interactive, hands-on
way. Ask your child’s teacher for some school to
home tips. Finally, a heads up for the Science Showcase. It will be held in January this year, so 4thand
5th grade parents, keep your eyes open for Science Fair

If you find that you are stuck helping your child
with their math homework or classwork, there is a
great resource found on the Scott Lake website.
Click on math resources from the home page, then
your child’s grade, and then the topic (we call them
modules) that they are currently on. You will find
power points containing extremely detailed descriptions of how the Florida Standards and our
classroom teachers teach that particular topic.
Please know that usually a math topic is taught in
many different ways and students are allowed to
use the method that makes the most sense to
them.

